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Problem

micro-meteoroid impacts (as evidenced by CCD charge leakage, OBF holes)

+ 

UVC shutdowns and power cycling

= 

bad (apparently)
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CCDs vs. Power Cycles

- dead region on XIS0, produced by micrometeoroid impact in 2009, has increased from 1/8 to 1/4 of CCD
- increase of noise behind CI rows
- CI register exacerbates leakage
- new dead/noisy regions on XIS3
- both occurred after extended power-offs for battery failure
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Summary

• micrometeoroids have produced:
  • several OBF holes (5–10 per CCD?)
  • obvious damage to 2 (maybe 3) CCDs

• CI register provides a pathway for charge leakage

• power cycling or unstable power supply (UVCs) has exacerbated the charge leakage

• BI is robust to damage due to shielded gate structure (?)